• **2016 HFTO Test Deck Update.**
  - 27 Test sections were installed this year.
  - Testing has been almost completed on initial field tests with only the late install needing testing complete.
  - Aggregate physical testing is almost completed by TTU and Resin testing will be started soon by Florida DOT.
  - As soon as we have compiled the video of the test deck it will go on AASHTO's youtube channel with a link on the HFTO webpage.

• **Datamine 3.0**
  - Testing Data will be uploaded directly into Datamine 3.0 when it goes live this upcoming January or February.

• **Workplan Revisions**
  - The Workplan was changed to address format and ASTM MicroDeval testing. The new Appendix in the workplan removes the Sutherland aggregate as a calibration to reflect AASHTO's Coarse MicroDeval test standard.